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As lodging companies prepare for the future they will have to contend with 
a business landscape characterized by growing commoditization, increased 
competition, and economic, geographic and demographic shifts. At the same 
time, many businesses sense the world is mastering new technology concepts 
and innovating at a pace never seen before. We agree. Now is the time for 
hoteliers to evolve their technology strategies and take advantage of the 
impact technological advances can make on the business.  
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Hoteliers find themselves preparing strategies 
for a new era—one of optimistic global growth 
but also one of unprecedented change in the 
global economy and the technology landscape. 

New strategies and initiatives are needed 
to not only keep pace in this new world, 
but also to stay competitive, become 
differentiated and meet today’s unique 
and more complex guest expectations 
in an increasingly buyer-driven market. 
Competitive forces are driving the need for 
innovation and new offerings to complement 
and enhance overall brand equity. To move 
forward, hoteliers will need to work on 
many fronts at once. They will have to build 
analytics capabilities, keep up with advances 
in mobility and optimize existing touch 
point channels in order to apply technology 
strategically to create differentiated 
customer experiences. 

Accenture believes it is time for hotel 
companies to focus on technology as a driver 
for growth and make the bold decisions 
needed to move beyond the constraints of 
their existing IT—constraints that make it 
too difficult to change, too costly to pursue 
new opportunities. The property technology 
landscape has been the biggest barrier to 
innovation, specifically legacy property 
management solutions, varying point-of-sale 
systems and lack of consistent connectivity 
models to the central enterprise systems. 
The flexibility of new technologies and 
architectures is enabling hoteliers to rethink 
how they can harness IT to make it easier for 
their organizations to innovate, and position 
themselves to provide new offerings and 
meet the needs of guests. 

Technology will be more important 
than ever to delivering the tailored and 
personalized experience. Technology is the 
key to managing a guest’s experience at 
all stages of a visit—from the moment that 
a guest plans a trip to when they check 
in, are on property, check out, and even 
after they have walked out the door. It will 
also be central to supporting one of the 
major trends in the lodging industry—a 
shift from management of the room to 
development of the total guest experience. 
Such a shift will enable hoteliers to 
capture guests’ total revenue potential, 
not just room revenue. Technology will 
also be key to better managing operations 
and maximizing overall performance, 
enhancing sales and marketing 
approaches, increasing efficiency and 
reducing costs.
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Technology is the key to managing a 
guest’s experience at all stages of a 

visit—from the moment that a guest 
plans a trip to when they check in, are 
on property, check out, and even after 

they have walked out the door. 
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Where should  
lodging companies begin? 
Accenture’s experience with leading industry players and companies in similar consumer-driven industries has 
enabled us to identify three action areas for hoteliers as they develop their business and supporting IT strategies:

Build analytics
A transformational phenomenon that will give hoteliers greater ability to customize the 
guest experience—both on and off premise.

Building an advanced analytics capability is not easy, but now is the time to move beyond 
one-off initiatives and build a foundation of adaptive technology that enables better 
informed decision making and refined explanations for business performance. An advanced 
decision-making capability will drive greater understanding of customers and markets, 
resulting in more innovative products, better customer targeting, improved pricing and 
superior growth in revenue and profits.

Keep up with mobility
To truly engage and convert the “now consumer”—a highly mobile, always-connected 
individualist—hoteliers need to embrace the technology these consumers use.

Lodging companies will need to address mobility holistically to determine ways to 
effectively integrate both guest and employee demands into their enterprise and property 
IT architectures and to manage them across the guest life cycle. For some areas of mobility, 
well-established solutions exist; for others, solutions are limited or nonexistent. 

Optimize digital channels
Guests today want relevance online, on the go and on property, and marketers must 
evolve to orchestrate it across all guest touch points. 

Faced with a proliferation of communication channels, hoteliers need to determine how to 
become relevant to guests to help build brand loyalty and increase incremental revenue.. 
What is needed: Embracing contemporary marketing and transforming the function into a 
discipline centered on meeting guest needs. Orchestrating it all will require harnessing the 
skills of the organization’s IT innovators and savvy marketing visionaries. 

This paper provides leading ideas from Accenture on these innovative areas of technology 
that forward-thinking hoteliers must consider as the world advances in embracing and 
mastering technologies. These technologies will enable them to seize opportunities, manage 
challenges and build effective strategies that position their organizations for the future.  
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 Technology will also be key to better 
managing operations and maximizing 
overall performance, enhancing sales 

and marketing approaches, increasing 
efficiency and reducing costs.
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